CHAPTER 163
PREDICTION OF BEACH PROFILE CHANGE AT MESOSCALE
UNDER RANDOM WAVES
Magnus Larson1
ABSTRACT: A mesoscale model is presented to calculate the average
net cross-shore transport rate and beach profile evolution under
random waves. Cross-shore transport formulas for random waves are
derived by superimposing the transport from individual waves, which
belong to an ensemble that represents the random wave field. The
transport relationships for individual waves are based on experiments
with monochromatic waves in large wave tanks. The model is
validated using beach profile data from the SUPERTANK Laboratory
Data Collection Project and three different types of profile evolution
events are studied, namely equilibrium erosion with bar formation,
berm flooding, and the impact of breaking waves on an offshore
mound. Berm flooding includes the erosion of a well-developed
summer berm and the erosion of an artificially constructed foredune,
and the offshore mound tests encompass narrow- and broad-crested
mounds.
INTRODUCTION
On a natural beach the random properties of the waves have a major influence
on the evolution of the bottom topography. Monochromatic waves typically break in
a narrow region across the profile, where incipient breaking of individual waves is
a weakly random process that tends to slightly shift the location of the break point
back and forth. A random wave field, however, consists of individual waves with
different height, period, and direction, implying wave breaking all across the profile.
The more evenly distributed forcing of random waves across shore tends to produce
a profile with less pronounced morphological features as compared to monochromatic
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waves (Larson and Kraus 1989, 1994). Also, in a random wave field individual
waves that are potentially constructive or destructive to the beach could exist
simultaneously, which makes it more difficult to asses the net effect on the profile
evolution (Mimura et al. 1986). Thus, when applying numerical beach profile change
models to field conditions the effect of random waves on the profile development
should be included through a realistic description of the hydrodynamics and net
cross-shore transport rate.
Numerical models of beach profile change may be classified according to the
characteristic scale employed in resolving the fluid and sediment motion. Models
which attempt to describe scales of motion in time and space compatible with
individual waves belong to the class of microscale models, whereas mesoscale
models focus on resolving scales of motion that are the result of many waves (Larson
and Kraus 1994, 1995). The numerical models by Kriebel and Dean (1985) and
Larson and Kraus (1989) are examples of mesoscale models, where the local crossshore flow pattern is not computed, and the net transport rate is derived directly from
the variation in wave properties across shore. These models simulate the effect of
random waves by transforming a statistical wave height measure as a monochromatic
wave. Such an approach is expected to primarily reproduce the overall beach
response and the details of the profile evolution will be less well predicted. For
example, if the impact of a storm is simulated the total amount of material moved,
including erosion on the foreshore and deposition at an offshore bar, may be in
agreement with measurements, whereas the detailed shape of the bar and erosion
scarp on the foreshore could differ more. Thus, treating a representative wave
measure as a monochromatic wave may characterize the total forcing the profile is
exposed to; however, local cross-shore variations in the forcing will be accurately
described to a lesser extent.
The main objective of this paper is to present a mesoscale model to predict
the net transport rate and resulting beach profile change under random waves. The
randomness of the wave field is included from the start in the development of the
model equations, and predictive formulas are obtained in terms of simple statistical
wave properties. These properties are calculated using the random wave decay model
by Larson (1995). The method of superimposing the effect of individual waves is
employed for calculating the average net transport rate for a random wave field. The
net transport rate distribution for individual waves is estimated from the relationships
presented by Larson and Kraus (1989), which involves schematizing the beach profile
into different transport regions depending on the wave characteristics. The
contribution from individual waves is summed up taking into account if the wave is
breaking, non-breaking, or in the swash. Profile measurements from the SUPERTANK Laboratory Data Collection Project (Kraus et al. 1992) are used to validate
the model, including such events as foreshore erosion and bar formation, berm
flooding, and the transport at an offshore mound. Because the net transport rate and
profile evolution are described at the mesoscale, a robust model is obtained that has
potential for describing long-term profile response including seasonal changes. The
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model allows the specification of long-term wave statistics as input which is needed
to reproduce seasonal changes.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Wave Model
A successfully employed technique for modeling the decay of random waves
in the surf zone is to calculate wave transformation for individual wave components
in the probability density function (pdf) or spectrum, and determine the wave
characteristics in the surf zone by superposition of the effect of the individual wave
components (Mase and Iwagaki 1982, Dally 1992). Such a simulation technique may
be computationally intensive but does not rely on any inferences about the pdf or
spectrum in the surf zone (Battjes and Janssen 1978, Thornton and Guza 1983).
Larson (1995) presented a model which requires the transformation of a single
representative wave only; this model produces results identical or similar to a
simulation that involves many wave components.
In the present profile change model, the wave transformation is described by
the following equations (Larson 1995),
J^cosB) = %F„. - F^)

(1)

in which,
Fnns =

F^

\P8BLC,

= {pg[tt-*)Hl + «r^2]cs

(2)

(3)

where Hrms is the root-mean-square (rms) wave height for breaking and non-breaking
waves, Hn the rms wave height for non-breaking waves, a the ratio of breaking
waves, C the group velocity, 6 the incident wave angle, p the density, g the
acceleration of gravity, d the water depth, x a cross-shore coordinate pointing
offshore, and K (=0.15) and T (=0.40) empirical coefficients as given by Dally et
al. (1985). The wave number conservation equation and the cross-shore momentum
equation are solved in parallel with Equations 1-3 to yield the wave properties and
the mean water elevation across the profile.
In general, Hrms is obtained by employing numerical methods; this requires
the specification of Hn and a at each point across shore. For a beach profile with a
depth that increases monotonically with distance offshore Hn and a may be computed
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directly from the local pdf, which is transformed from the offshore boundary
neglecting wave breaking and truncated at the depth of incipient breaking for an
individual wave. However, for a non-monotonic beach profile, such as a barred
profile, an empirical closure relationship must be added to model how a is affected
by wave reforming (Larson 1995). In the latter case, the non-breaking waves may
consist of waves that have never been breaking (unbroken waves) and waves that
were breaking but have reformed at some seaward point. A Rayleigh pdf is assumed
to describe the variation in wave height in the offshore, and the sea is taken to be
narrow-banded in frequency and direction.
Cross-Shore Sediment Transport Model
Relationships for the net cross-shore transport rate developed by Larson and
Kraus (1989) for monochromatic waves were generalized to random waves by
treating the random wave field as a collection of individual waves. Under the
assumptions of linearity in transport and no interactions, the transport rate
distribution generated by random waves was obtained by computing the distribution
for each individual wave and then averaging over all waves according to,
N

i

where q is the average net transport rate at x, N is the number of individual waves,
and qt the transport rate for wave / at x. Different transport relationships are
employed depending on if a wave is breaking, non-breaking, or in the swash.
Breaking waves. If the relationship developed by Larson and Kraus (1989)
for the net transport rate under breaking waves is substituted into Equation 4, the
following expression is obtained for the average transport rate qb,
—

1
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(5)

where D is the wave energy dissipation per unit water volume due to wave breaking
and D its equilibrium value (Dean 1977), h the profile elevation, and K and e
empirical transport coefficients from the monochromatic transport relationship. In
developing Equation 5 further, an assumption has to be made regarding the
partitioning of the average energy dissipation between erosional and accretionary
waves at all points across shore. The random wave model will predict the average
energy dissipation; however, no information is obtained on the amount of dissipation
that contributes to onshore and offshore transport, respectively. The simplest
approach is to assume that each breaking wave at a specific water depth transports
similar magnitudes of material, which leads to the following equation (Larson and
Kraus 1994),
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«» = « D~a(D '" Kdx )

(6)

where D is the average energy dissipation per unit water volume as given by the
random wave model. The function £ automatically provides the direction of the
transport and weights the influence of the erosional and accretionary waves based on
the empirical criterion by Larson and Kraus (1989),

2~
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(7)

"rmso

where Hrmso is the deepwater rms wave height, Hb0 the wave height at incipient
breaking transformed backwards to deep water, w the sediment fall speed, T the
wave period, L0 the deepwater wavelength, and M (=0.00070) an empirical
coefficient.
Non-breaking waves. The net transport rate seaward of the break point of an
individual wave is assumed to decay exponentially with distance offshore (Larson and
Kraus 1989). For a random wave field, the contribution to the transport rate from
non-breaking waves is estimated to,

T.-jziW•

(8)

where n is the number of non-breaking waves atx, xb the breakpoint location, qb the
transport rate at incipient breaking, and X an exponential decay coefficient, the latter
two variables evaluated &ixb. Equation 8 sums the contributions to the transport rate
from all waves that break landward of x. The coefficient X depends on the median
grain size and the incipient breaking wave height as for transport by monochromatic
waves. Equation 8 is most easily solved by dividing the profile shoreward of x in a
number of grid cells ns and adding together the contribution from each cell to the
transport rate at x. Such a method to approximate Equation 8 yields,
«.

5>,e-^-VAa,

(9)

;=i

where Aa represents the increase in the ratio of breaking waves in cell j, which has
a length Ax (index j denotes the grid cell number as opposed to / that denotes the
number of the wave). In Equation 9, qb= and X- must be estimated at all shoreward
locations before the transport rate can be calculated.
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Swash waves. The average net transport rate at a specific location x in the
swash may be obtained by superimposing the transport from all waves that run up
passed this location using the equation proposed by Larson and Kraus (1995),

q=

h-R, V•' tanP
tanp.

< N£ *- k.-R,

(io)

where qs is the transport rate at the shoreward end of the surf zone located at xs
where the elevation is hs and the beach slope 0S, h and /3 are the elevation and local
beach slope at x, respectively, R is the runup height, and nr is the number of waves
that run up passed x. Equation 10 involves summing transport contributions from all
waves that have runup heights exceeding the elevation where the average transport
rate is calculated. Based on Equation 10, qr is approximated in a similar manner to
qu; the profile shoreward of A: is divided in nsr grid cells, each cell having a length
of Ax, and the contribution to qr from each cell is summed up to yield,

^ = vJ±*/fj^Ap.
-«J,

(ID

tanp.

where Ap • is the change along Ax in the ratio of waves that run up passed x and j
denotes the grid cell number as before. The pdf for the runup height (needed to
calculate Ap.) may be derived using a transformation for individual wave components
in the Rayleigh pdf, where each component is assumed to have a runup height which
depends upon the surf similarity parameter (Battjes 1974). The corresponding
distribution function F(R) is obtained by integrating the pdf to yield,
-(-*-)H»
F(R) = 1 - e *"~

(12)

R^-ai^^ffHlZ2

(«)

where Rrms is defined as,

and a (=1.47) and b (=0.79) are empirical coefficients that determine the functional
dependence on the surf similarity parameter (Larson and Kraus 1989).
VALIDATION OF RANDOM PROFILE CHANGE MODEL
Profile data from the SUPERTANK Laboratory Data Collection Project
(Kraus et al. 1992) were employed to examine the predictions of the model for crossshore transport and profile change under random waves. First, the random wave
model was used to calculate wave transformation in the surf zone, and then the net
cross-shore transport rate distribution was determined based on the calculated wave
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properties. Finally, the equation for sediment volume conservation was employed to
compute depth changes.
Three different types of profile evolution tests were investigated: (1)
equilibrium erosion, (2) berm flooding, and (3) waves breaking on an offshore
mound. The equilibrium erosion tests involved bar development under random
waves, where the profile change decreased with elapsed time as the profile
approached an equilibrium configuration under the influence of a steady random
wave field. Berm flooding encompassed tests where the foreshore was exposed to
marked wave action, including berm and foredune erosion. Two tests were studied
involving transport at an offshore mound; one mound was narrow-crested and the
other mound was broad-crested. Table 1 summarizes the SUPERTANK Tests used
in the model validation in terms of Test number, profile survey time, and wave
conditions. The sand used in the tank had a median grain size of 0.22 mm during all
SUPERTANK tests and the standard water depth employed in the tank was 3.05 m.
The wave conditions in Table 1 represent target values and the generated values were
slightly different (the measured wave conditions at the most seaward wave gage were
used as input to the model).
Table 1.

SUPERTANK Tests used in the present study.

Profile Event

Test No.

Time of survey

Hrms (m)

T„(s)

Equilibrium
erosion

ST_10

910805: 900
910806: 1100

0.57

3.0

Berm flooding

ST_90

910828: 700, 1120

0.49

3.0

ST_A0

910828: 1500, 1637

0.49

3.0

STJO

910908: 1100, 1610

0.49

3.0

ST_K0

910912: 700, 1220

0.49

3.0

Offshore mound

The preliminary calculations indicated that the initial rate of profile change
was satisfactorily reproduced, whereas the development of the equilibrium profile
shape was slower than expected and the shape too flat. For example, SUPERTANK
Test ST_10 indicated an evolution towards a barred equilibrium profile under random
waves that the model did not reproduce because of small, but significant transport
rates even after long time periods. To improve the description in the model of the
approach to equilibrium, Equation 6 was modified according to,
9»=*5 D

eq

K dx

(14)

where p is an empirical power less than one. The power p may be considered as a
means of taking into account that the transport rate for an individual wave is typically
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overestimated in the averaging process. Because p < 1, the effect on the profile
development in parts of the profile where most of the waves are breaking is minor;
however, if only few waves are breaking the effect of introducing p is marked. The
quantity oP > a effectively produces a profile that is steeper than if the p is not
introduced. In all calculations discussed in this paper a value of p = 0.5 was
employed based on trial calculations with several different p-values, where
comparisons were made with SUPERTANK measurements.
The values of the empirical transport coefficients in Equation 14 used in all
simulations were K = 2.0 Iff6 m4/N and e = 0.0002 m2/s. The value of K agrees
well with the optimum value determined by Larson and Kraus (1989) for profile
evolution under monochromatic waves in large wave tanks, who found an overall Kvalue of about 1.6 Iff6 m4/N. However, e determined for monochromatic waves is
larger than for random waves, mainly because the profile slopes tend to grow steeper
for monochromatic waves and a larger value is needed on 6 to reduce this growth in
slope. The similar coefficient values found on the A"-value for monochromatic and
random waves support the approach to superimpose the contribution from many
individual waves to derive the transport rate distribution under random waves.
Equilibrium Erosion
In Test ST10 random waves were employed until a near-equilibrium profile
shape developed that had a distinct breakpoint bar in the offshore (Hrms = 0.57 m,
T = 3.0 s). Figure 1 displays the calculated and measured profile after 400 min of
wave action together with the initial profile. The calculated profile agrees quite well
with the measurements, especially on the foreshore and on the seaward side of the
bar. The largest discrepancies are found in the trough region, where the measurements show a more marked trough than what the model predicts. This is probably
due to the oversimplification of directly relating the transport rate to the energy
dissipation. The calculated average energy dissipation is a fairly smooth function
across shore, which produces a smooth evolution of the bottom topography. In
reality, at incipient breaking there is a pronounced local impact on the bottom,
especially for plunging breakers, that could induce a marked peak in the transport
rate and enhance trough development. If a large number of the waves break in
approximately the same location, a marked trough could appear that the model does
not reproduce.
In order to verify that the model predicted the development of an equilibrium
profile for random waves, a simulation was performed using the conditions for Test
ST10 during a period of 7 days. Figure 2 displays the calculated profile at selected
times, clearly showing the decrease in profile change with time elapsed. An
equilibrium profile has almost developed after 3.5 days with a pronounced bar
feature in the offshore.
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Calculated profiles at selected times for conditions as given by
SUPERTANK Test ST 10,
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Berm Flooding
SUPERTANK Tests ST_90 and ST_A0 focused on the foreshore response to random
waves. In Test ST_90 the foreshore consisted of a well-developed berm that was
flooded and exposed to erosive wave conditions (Hrms = 0.49 m, Tp = 3.0 s). Test
STAO involved a small foredune that was quickly eroded away by the waves (same
wave conditions as Test ST_90). In both these tests the water level in the tank was
3.35 m. Figure 3 displays a comparison between calculated and measured profile for
ST_90 after 50 min of wave action together with the initial profile (only the portion
of the profile where any change was recorded is displayed). The model prediction
somewhat underestimates the rapid response of the foreshore; in the test material was
moved seaward and deposited about 10 m from the shoreward end of the tank. Also,
the deposition of material occurred more evenly along the profile than what the
model predicts, and the calculations tend to produce a more pronounced depositional
feature. However, the overall agreement is satisfactory, which supports the transport
relationship employed on the foreshore (Equation 10).
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Comparison between measured and calculated profile from SUPERTANK Test ST 90 after 50 min of wave action.

In Test STAO the constructed foredune eroded away very rapidly and after
10 min of wave action the foredune was completely flattened. Figure 4 shows a
comparison between the model prediction and the measured profile after 10 min
together with the initial profile. The calculated profile response is almost as rapid as
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the measured response, and the resulting profile shape is well predicted. The
transport rate formula employed in the swash zone produces onshore transport if the
local slope is negative, which is the case on the shoreward side of the foredune in
the beginning of Test ST_A0. Material is thus moved by the model from the
foredune both in the shoreward and seaward direction, speeding up the flattening of
the foredune.
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Comparison between measured and calculated profile from SUPERTANK Test ST_A0 after 10 min of wave action.

Offshore Mound
Tests ST JO and STKO were carried out to investigate the response of an
offshore mound to random waves if a large portion of the waves broke on the
seaward side of the mound. For Test ST_J0 the mound was narrow-crested, whereas
a broad-crested mound was constructed for ST_K0. The target wave conditions were
identical to Tests ST_90 and ST_A0. A large portion of the waves broke and
dissipated energy on the mound, and the effect on the foreshore of the waves that
were severely broken by the mound was minor. Thus, Figure 5 shows only the
profile evolution around the mound for Test STJO, and Figure 6 displays the
corresponding region for Test ST_K0.
The narrow-crested mound deflated during wave action with some transport
in the shoreward direction, although most of the material moved offshore (Figure 5).
The model cannot represent such complex transport conditions and, in the model
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predictions, material only moved offshore. Thus, the profile development on the
seaward side of the mound is reproduced by the model, whereas the model predicts
no change on the shoreward side. The model was able to predict the profile response
somewhat better for the broad-crested mound (Test ST_K0), because little material
was pushed onshore by the waves on the shoreward side of the mound (Figure 6).
The seaward shape of the mound is well predicted by the model; however, the
measurements show a pronounced trough close to the seaward end of the mound that
is absent in the calculations. This trough is most likely caused by the complex wave
transformation occurring locally at the mound and which the random wave model is
unable to represent.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The model discussed in this paper represents one of the first attempts to
consistently treat random waves in all components of a beach profile change
numerical model. Previous approaches to model the profile evolution under random
waves have typically involved using statistical wave measures in equations primarily
developed for monochromatic waves; these models have not considered the random
properties of the waves at the outset of deriving the predictive equations. The new
model eliminates the problem related to selecting an equivalent monochromatic wave
that reproduces a specific cross-shore phenomenon. The root-mean-square wave
height is identified as the characteristic wave to be used in calculating the profile
evolution under random waves with the present model.
Comparison with measured profile change under random waves from the
SUPERTANK Laboratory Data Collection Project supported the technique of linearly
superimposing the transport from individual waves to derive transport rate formulas
for random waves. The model validation included such profile evolution events as
equilibrium erosion with bar formation, berm flooding, and the impact of breaking
waves on an offshore mound. In the mound tests the agreement between the model
predictions and the measurements was less good compared to the other tests; this is
mainly attributed to the difficulties of accurately predicting the across-shore wave
properties over the mound with the random wave model. Also, the effect of the
velocity asymmetry in shoaling, non-breaking waves on the mound is not described
by the profile model.
After being generalized to random waves, the equation to predict the net sand
transport rate in the swash zone derived by Larson and Kraus (1994) modeled profile
change on the foreshore satisfactorily during erosional conditions. The model
faithfully reproduced the rapid flattening of a foreshore dune indicating that the
complex net transport rate distribution, where onshore transport on the shoreward
side of the foredune prevailed, was well predicted. However, the model was not
evaluated for accretionary conditions, and some modification might be needed
regarding the local slope term to obtain a realistic description of berm build-up on
the foreshore.
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The net transport rate distribution under random waves was derived without
specific assumptions about the properties of the random wave field; thus, wave
statistics representative for longer time periods could be used as input to the model
and long-term predictions of the transport rate and profile evolution may be possible.
The characteristic time scale of the profile response discussed in this paper implied
that a Rayleigh pdf was a good description of the variation in wave height for the
time step employed. For long-term simulations the wave statistics would have to be
described by other distributions, but the calculations of the net transport rate and
profile evolution could be handled within the framework of the present model.
However, because the present model mainly predicts the profile response to breaking
waves, additional terms that describe the transport due to non-breaking waves may
have to be included to achieve a realistic profile evolution.
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